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HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE(30-10-1998)
 
Harshawardhan, a magician! Nope, not at all……
He calls himself so as he learns the things quickly. Being a medical student he
has his interests wide over, technology, IT companies, writing poems and short
stories. Harsha, born on 30th October  1998. And pursuing medical studies. And
further scopes to bring the medical and IT under a niche.
His writings such as DREAM, LETS IMAGINE, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam are web
famous. His inspiration is THE MISSILE MAN OF INDIA. Moreover, he is a sadistic
writer. he says “ I find myself walking on a road, in the middle of the woods.
Where visitor walkers be with me and to make them happy. I just write poems.”
He himself calls to be Alone and life to be dark.
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Arise
 
When faith and gossips,
And some one creeps,
To me and to all,
That he had a love fall,
He just hoved,
And showed,
That he loved,
Loved a lot to ….
To a little sunlight
Beam of something delight.
And it showed me
A road,
A road that followed we
And what I see
Something heavenly
Just falling down
And getting a love crown
Just try a love
Love that hove
Hove to all
Arise of sunlight that fall….
-Harshawardhan
 
HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE
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Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
 
He preached us,
Have dreams to fly,
He told us,
At hard times
Not to cry,
He says,
Dream is not,
That makes you sleep....
Dream is that,
Makes you not to sleep....
I am sorry,
For all that happened,
I am sorry,
To loose,
The great scientist earned....
Every student from India.
Gives you salam,
May you rest in peace.
DR. APJ ABDULKALAM.
 
HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE
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Dream
 
When the eyes are closed,
What I have to do I supposed,
I have my dreams
That I can achieve, it seems….
 
For what you weep down,
And success sound
At your feet,
But all analysed me,
To keep up right I see,
 
When it broke down,
I got a crown
To rule over the world….
Alas! It was my dream
It is too hard to achieve, it seems
And you have got a dream
To achieve you see….
 
HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE
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Kfc
 
I went to #KFC
sipped the pepsi.....
with my friends....
strikes the comments....
'#KFC is soooo Good
To change your mood'
Try out the burger-zinger
and you will remain,
licking your finger
the all new #krusher
makes you feel #fresher
Are you more hungry #Sir? ?
just order, a bucket
just of 8-16 chicken rackets
will take you to heaven....
the heaven of #KFC
taste it one time,
you will have it one more time....
these are our words
words from #KFC....
That are so hot and spicy
 
HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE
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Let's Imagine
 
Let’s Imagine
Let’s Imagine,
The day on earth,
If electricity is not seen,
Then you’ll understand it’s worth
All your comforts have gone….
No television, no air conditioners are on.…
Don’t mind,
This day will come soon
Being kind,
Save electricity for our boon.
 
Let’s Imagine,
The day on earth,
The golden tap is so mean.
To flow out the air,
Instead of water,  from its birth….
The thristies have died,
And all the basic needs are denied….
Please! Don’t make it true,
And don’t hurt the nature’s virtue
If you got some feeling
Save water for further dealing….
 
 
Let’ Imagine,
The day on earth,
Where the barren land,
I only the scene,
And all around,
Only dead and dirt is found….
Nothing but,
Brook has stopped flowing,
And wind has stopped blowing,
No one is found wandering,
No creature,
Just I want to sing,
Save nature….
Save nature….
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Save nature….
                                                     -HARSHAWARDHAN
 
HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE
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Mother
 
In your womb
Love is all eternal
Ought to be caring
Virtual were those months
Everytime protected me
You were all-all beautiful
Out I never wanted to come
Unique are you; all Undetstanding
Motivation that ur food give
Out help me alot
Teaches me to stay
Healthy and good
Education thats your gift
but how can i REWARD you
love you MOM
happy MOthErs dAy
 
HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE
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Shirley Setia
 
There is Shirley in everyones life
Who makes you of your type
She sings for your happiness
Days and days
Just to keep you motivated
And to achieve your name
Just to try out your fate
And get your fame
So that you can also sing
The songs
Of your winning
And of your fallings
You can also win this world
Just as Shirley
There is nothing in this world
Rather being Shirley
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Star-Nebula
 
Nebula,
 
Wicked My parents think
Dream My melody sing
Clusters of alumni Even I can be
Surely on the stage, Day may be
 
Its near and far so away
Its clear and daddy's  way
A nebulla of dream
A passion that screams
 
Single the day Single the time
Singer the way  Singer I become
 
A dust then disappears
as the night fades
And a new hope arises
Singer days
 
HARSHAWARDHAN RAMTEKE
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Star-Protostar
 
Dust counts now
Ideas wow
Get up
Start up
 
Why waiting for
Miracle
That happens  everyday
Concentrate
 
Its big start now
Victory war
Get ready to become
PROTOSTAR
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Success
 
When dreams come true
It feels like colourful virtue,
With a type of view,
Only for a few,
A few people,
People smiling out
For their success
For their hard work
It stays when
When you get something decided
That you have to at ten
So you must do as decided
To earn success
Success at every morning
Success at night
Makes out your world,
A colourful delight.
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